AGENDA
Phone: 541-682-5437
www.eugene-or.gov/hrb

Meeting Location:
Virtual Meeting
See instructions below*

Eugene’s Historic Review Board welcomes your interest in these agenda items. As this meeting is
being held virtually, feel free to join in and go as you please during the meeting. For questions
about accessing the virtual meeting, see the instructions* below or contact the Planning Division:
(541) 682-5437.
THURSDAY, May 21, 2020 – 10:30 A.M
I.

Public Comment
Up to 15 minutes will be reserved for public comment regarding historic preservation
issues.

II.

Consideration of Nomination to the National Register of Historic Places
The State Advisory Committee on Historic Preservation requests the City of Eugene
Historic Review Board’s comments on the following nomination to the National Register
of Historic Places:.
• Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal - 987 Pearl Street

III.

Info Share / Updates
Time-permitting, staff and HRB members are encouraged to provide any brief
informational updates to staff and the board.

*IMPORTANT NOTE: To take preventative measures for community members and staff
safety against the spread of COVID-19, this public hearing will be performed virtually. No
interested parties may attend the public meeting in person. Instead, staff has provided
alternative opportunities for interested parties to participate and stay safe. Therefore, the
following opportunities are available to participate in this land use process:
•

Join the Public Meeting: You will have the opportunity to review and provide verbal testimony.
o By Computer: Enter the following link into your web browser:
https://zoom.us/j/92396261412
Meeting ID: 923 9626 1412
o By Phone: Please call (833) 302-1536

•

Watch a video of the Public Meeting: A video of the meeting will be available the day after the
scheduled public meeting. A link to the video will be available on the following website:
www.eugene-or.gov/821/Historic-Review-Board

•

You may submit written comments by email to RBohner@eugene-or.gov or by mail to Planning
Division, c/o Rodney Bohner, 99 W 10th Avenue, Eugene, OR 97405. Comments must be received
by 5:30 pm on Wednesday, May 20, 2020.

If you need any help with these options for participation, please do not hesitate to contact Rodney
Bohner with any questions at 541-682-5437 or RBohner@eugene-or.gov
BOARD MEMBERS
Steven Baker, David Edrington, Luke Habberstad, Daniel Lombardi, Sarah Shmigelsky and Richard
Steers.

NPS Form 10-900

OMB No. 1024-0018

Expires 5/31/2020)

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See instructions in National Register Bulletin, How
to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form. If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not
applicable." For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the instructions.
Place additional certification comments, entries, and narrative items on continuation sheets if needed (NPS Form 10-900a).

1. Name of Property
historic name

Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal

other names/site number

Greyhound Bus Depot

Name of Multiple Property Listing

N/A

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

2. Location
street & number 987 Pearl Street

not for publication

city or town Eugene

vicinity

state

Oregon

code

OR

county

Lane

code

039

zip code 97401-2741

3. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
I hereby certify that this X nomination
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards
for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional
requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property
meets
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property
be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:
national
statewide
X local
Applicable National Register Criteria:

A

B

X

C

D

Signature of certifying official/Title: Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

Date

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government
In my opinion, the property

meets

does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of commenting official

Title

Date

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby certify that this property is:
entered in the National Register

determined eligible for the National Register

determined not eligible for the National Register

removed from the National Register

other (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action
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Name of Property

County and State

5. Classification
Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

(Check only one box.)

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing

X private

X building(s)

public - Local
public - State
public - Federal

Noncontributing

1

buildings
site
structure

district
site
structure

object

1

object

0

Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

N/A
6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

TRANSPORTATION: Road-Related

VACANT/NOT IN USE

COMMERCE/TRADE: Restaurant

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

MODERN MOVEMENT: Art Deco

foundation:

CONCRETE

walls:

STUCCO

roof:

ASPHALT

other:
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Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if
applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity).

Summary Paragraph

The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal is a wood-frame and masonry stucco-clad building that occupies a
prominent corner location in downtown Eugene, Oregon. Built in 1940 and occupied as the Greyhound
Bus Terminal for more than 75 years, the single-story building with a small penthouse is an excellent
example of the Streamline Moderne style, retaining high integrity to original exterior design in the use of
rounded corners, multi-paned steel sash industrial windows (including a round portal window), rounded
parapets, and other elements. A characteristic asymmetrical, multi-part, stepped façade faces Pearl
Street with the rounded corner entry historically associated with a series of small restaurants that served
the traveling public.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Narrative Description

The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, a single-story building with as small penthouse in downtown
Eugene, Oregon that was completed in 1940 and served as the city’s primary bus terminal for over
seventy-five years. Designed by the Portland architectural firm of Knighton and Howell and built by
George W. Isackson for Pacific Greyhound, the terminal is a locally significant example of the Streamline
Moderne style that was associated with Greyhound during the 1930-1950s.
Location
The terminal is located at 987 Pearl St., on the NE corner of the intersection of Pearl St. and 10th Ave.,
within the downtown commercial core of Eugene, Oregon. The site is designated as tax lot 8000 on Lane
County Assessor’s plat, 17033114, consisting of lot 7 and the southern 25-feet of lot 6, in Block 2 of
Mulligan’s Addition. Generally a flat, urban, site the parcel is 160-feet deep, along 10th Ave., and 105feet wide along Pearl St., which serves as the primary facade. The terminal occupies virtually the entire
lot, except for a 10-foot wide paved area at the east. A single-story commercial volume of later
construction is located to the immediate north. A public alley (High Alley) lines the east elevation, beyond
which is a surfaced grade-level parking lot.
EUGENE GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL: Exterior Description
The terminal is a single-story volume that rises from a slab-on-grade foundation. A small penthouse is
located above a portion of the building. Roofing is flat, currently of mixed asphalt and membrane
covering, with roof-mounted HVAC and air handling equipment related to the former interior uses. The
wood frame and concrete walls are clad in a light-finish painted stucco. The rounded SW corner,
formerly the entrance to the restaurant, has a recessed set of aluminum entry doors.
To the north, a raised central area served as the waiting room and ticket lobby with its own single, nonoriginal, aluminum entry and sidelight below an arched projected canopy below what is currently a blank
stucco upper façade. The entry door is framed with applied 4x4 black ceramic tile (c1950). The edge of
the canopy has incised “speedline” detailing. The single story waiting room rises above both adjacent
wings, approximately six feet, with the exterior of stucco over wood, punctuated by original steel sash
windows on both sides that originally lit the upper waiting room interior. The center entry is set back from
the property line and framed by two round-corner single-story volumes, creating an asymmetrical façade,
characteristic of the Streamlined Moderne style.
To the north of the entry, the second round-corner volume continues to the open canopy cover of the
loading or bus waiting area, with its own projecting canopy that continues to the property line. The bus
waiting area is supported by a series of columns along the north property line, open to the painted,
poured, concrete wall of the adjacent building. A non-original Roman-Brick bulkhead runs the perimeter
3
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of the main volume, along both the Pearl St. and 10th Ave. elevations, from sidewalk grade to the window
sills, about forty inches high. Portions of the bulkhead are of standard brick.
Original multi-sash steel windows survive in most locations, lighting the corner entry, the lower and upper
portions of the center lobby area, and the former office/ticket booth. 1 A round “portal” type window,
approximately 48” in diameter, is centered between two large rectangular windows facing 10th Ave.
Upper wall area, clerestory, windows in the waiting area were enclosed behind stucco panels in 1978.
Lower level windows were covered with plywood following the end of bus service, to reduce vandalism,
but also survive. The small penthouse, creating a partial upper floor, is accessed by an exterior stairwell.
This area was originally used by drivers as a dormitory and office. The exterior of the penthouse is of
stucco over framed walls, with small rectangular windows of mixed vintage for light.
The northern elevation of the main core, below the waiting canopy, contains the lobby entryway, with
paired non-original aluminum doors. Several windows in this area remain, but all are covered with stucco
infill on the exterior and are no longer functional. The canopy itself is a wood-framed structure supported
along the north elevation by a series of 8x8 wooden posts without any wall surface (this area was
originally open but has the appearance of a wall due to construction of the adjacent building. 2 The
canopy stops about 4” from the adjacent building, open at the top. The covered waiting area/canopy
space, continues the to the east, creating a 150-foot long parking area, with large garage-sized, openings
at both the east and west.
On 10th Ave., to the east of the building core, the rear 64’ by 75’ foot area was built as part of original
construction as an enclosed bus garage, with doors facing both north and south. This area was likely
modified, at least by the 1970s, but as the result of a fire in 2008 was significantly rebuilt. A stepped
stucco wall lines 10th Ave., with an original rounded element at the parapet where it transitions from the
building core. The east elevation, of painted CMU, is partially clad with non-original metal roofing, to
protect the rebuilt roof trusses. Original cast iron wheel guards remain in multiple locations of the entry
bay, facing 10th Ave.
In 2008 a fire that originated in the restaurant kitchen damaged much of that space and then spread to
the east, impacting a portion of the open garage areas. The fire resulted in some structural reconstruction
at the roof level and new, non-historic, applied surface materials on the interior, as detailed below.
EUGENE GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL: Interior Description
Ground Floor: Main Building Core
The interior of the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminals includes spaces designed for occupancy during
bus operation as well as the larger spaces at the north and east originally built for bus loading and, at the
east, the bus garage. All spaces have been significantly altered over time in terms of finish and
character, both as the result of changes in bus operation and damage as the result of fire.
The corner café or restaurant space is a rectangular volume that originally provided seating (both booth
and counter). This is accessed via the corner entry door with kitchen/service and storage areas located
to the rear (east). A set of double doors on the north wall connects this space to the center waiting area.
This former restaurant has non-historic wall and finish treatments throughout, with vinyl composition tile
(VCT) floors, and applied wood wall coverings. A non-original plaster ceiling was installed at a lower
height to cover interior ductwork (n.d.). Overall condition of this area, including the portions
damaged/rebuilt following the 2008 fire, is poor.
1 The majority of the original steel multi-light window sash, including the round portal window, remain in place below
plywood sheeting, applied following Greyhound’s relocation as a security measure.
2 The adjacent building was built in 1948 as Eugene’s new Trailways Bus depot, designed by Eugene architect John
Reynolds Laurin. (Eugene Register-Guard, 22-Aug-1947, 1:6; and 18-Nov-1948, 32:1-2).
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The center waiting room, which during Greyhound use also included the ticket counter and original
baggage area, has a dropped T-bar ceiling at 10-feet, below the original 17-foot high ceilings,
significantly changing character. Non-original blue and white ceramic tile has been applied as wainscot,
to the lower portion of the wall, with painted plaster or drywall above. An entry alcove, at the west, is
assumed to be based on the original feature but may be a reconstructed element. Interior finishes
include VCT tile, ceramic tile and painted drywall. Lighting is recessed into the suspended ceiling. At the
north, opening to the waiting room, a series of small spaces, originally the ticket counter, office, and a
room for baggage storage, have been altered and modified (n.d.).
The area above the dropped ceiling in the waiting room provides evidence of the original plaster walls
and finish in this area. Small areas of early-appearing or original painted wood trim remain in
disconnected locations but overall the original ceiling area above the T-bar has been considerably
altered, retaining minimal original character.
Men’s and Women’s restrooms are located at the east end of the waiting area and are connected
internally by a janitor’s closet. Serially remodeled and updated during the Greyhound period of operation,
these spaces now have blue and white ceramic tile walls, a painted plaster ceiling and terra cotta ceramic
tile floors with modern stall dividers and fixtures. Lighting is surface-mounted florescent tube, without any
obvious historic character.
A small corridor connects the waiting room to the bus loading area at the north of the footprint. This too
is finished with ceramic tile walls and VCT flooring, and treated as part of the waiting room itself. To the
east, accessed from this corridor, are a series of small back-of-house spaces used for storage, offices
and similar. While somewhat less modified, these spaces are generally of painted plaster walls and
concrete flooring and lack any detail. One area, assumed to have been for secure baggage storage, with
an accordion type collapsible gate, shows evidence of a having had glued-down acoustic tile on the
ceiling, now removed. In some places these areas retain what are assumed to be original steel sash
industrial-type windows on the north wall, formerly opening onto the covered bus loading area, but that
are now painted out for privacy or enclosed with infill panels.
Ground Floor: Covered Loading Area and Garage
Although essentially covered exterior space, open to the elements both though the large bus-access
doors and the lack of northern wall, these spaces are covered as part of the interior. Since the end of
Greyhound operations, both of these areas have been in use as paid off-street parking.
The covered loading area was historically used to drop off and load passengers. Open to the west, and
continuing along the entire northern property line, this large space has wooden roof structure that is
supported by a series of 8x8 posts. There is no northern wall, which is open between the columns to the
concrete wall of the adjacent building, as originally designed (see historic photo 7). Floor finish is painted
concrete (now with diagonal parking striping), while the ceiling is painted boards of uncertain vintage.
The loading area was extended to the north (n.d.) and the ceiling there is of 4x8 painted plywood panels.
The covered “garage” area to the east of the main volume, originally an enclosed garage for overnight
bus storage and repair, is also open to the elements, with a large vehicular bay facing south, to 10th Ave.
This area was significantly damaged by fire in 2008 and the entire roof system was rebuilt using
manufactured trusses. Ceiling finish, applied at that time, is of metal roof panels. The rear wall is of
painted board-formed concrete, with infilled CMU windows openings in several places.
Penthouse (Upper Level): Drivers Quarters
The small penthouse above the main floor is only accessible by an exterior access single stair flight,
located at the rear of the main core in the former garage area. Simple wooden stairs lead to this area,
5
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which does not appear to have been used in recent years, is stripped to painted framing, and is without
any ceiling, wall or other finish details.
EUGENE GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL: Known Modifications
Two sheets of the original Knighton & Howell plans for the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal survive and,
coupled with a handful of historic postcard views, document the original design of the building exterior.
Known modifications, presented in a rough timeline based on available information, are as follows.
1940: Original construction of the building had stucco walls to grade on the main core volume, without any
bulkhead treatment. Surface-mounted, exposed neon tubing advertised Chiaramonte’s Café on
the rounded corner panel above the entry. An inverted ell-shaped neon pylon over the waiting room
entry read “Greyhound Depot” in what is assumed to have been black and white with exposed neon
tube letters and outline. A painted wall graphic over the bus loading canopy read “Greyhound” with
a similar sign over the garage, facing 10th Ave. (see Figures 4-7).
1950: Black ceramic tile was applied at the bulkheads facing Pearl St., as well as surrounding the main
entry door into the waiting room. Free-standing neon letters spelled out “Greyhound” above the
projecting arched canopy at the waiting room entry, while matching, smaller, letters spelled out
“Salem” over the rectangular window facing Pearl. A new metal post held a two-part semifreestanding neon pylon sign with the running dog next to the bus loading entryway (see Figures 910). A large rooftop sign “Bus Depot” in two curved bands was installed over the corner.
1950-Jun: Greyhound retained Salem architect L. P. Bartholomew to design a series of upgrades to both
the terminal and the restaurant, which by this point was operated by Greyhound itself, as part of its
“Post House” restaurant system. “Some new rooms will be added on the second floor for driver’s
quarters...the restaurant portion will be air conditioned.” 3
1950-Oct: The Post House Restaurant opened in the corner space, replacing Chiaramonte’s Café. 4 New
signage was installed, with a small projecting neon sign advertising the Post House replacing the
“Salem” sign. A second projecting sign with the running dog was installed over the round portal
window, facing 10th Ave. and the “Greyhound” freestanding letters that had previously been placed
on the arched canopy were relocated and mounted flat against the façade at the upper portion of
the central waiting room area (see Figure 10).
c. 1960: The black ceramic bulkhead tile was replaced by split-faced Roman Brick and the bulkhead was
extended to east, along 10th Ave. The entry to the bus waiting area was modified with the addition
of the current projecting canopy, and the doors to the bus garage at the SE corner were removed,
opening up that area. It was likely around this time that the waiting area was extended to the east,
to the current footprint. A small “ticket office” sign was added above the waiting room entry way
and the pole-mounted sign at the north was updated to internally-illuminated cans that spelled
“BUS” below the running dog (see Figure 11).
1978-Nov: “A. Lundh,” possibly a Greyhound corporate architect, designed a major interior renovation that
included reconfiguration and expansion of the ticket area, new restroom design and the installation
of ceramic tile on the walls in both the restroom and waiting areas and the creation of the “vending
area” at the SW corner of the waiting room interior. Ceiling height was lowered via the installation
of the present T-Bar dropped ceiling. Exterior modifications included the enclosure of the upper
windows facing Pearl St. with infilled panels clad in stucco to match the surrounding walls.

3
4

Eugene Register-Guard, “Bids to be Opened on Greyhound Terminal,” 6-Jul-1950, 29:1.
Eugene Register-Guard, “New Cafeteria at Greyhound,” 19-Oct-1950, 10:3.
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2008-Jun: Reconstruction designed by Affolter, West & Jones, of Eugene, to repair damage and rebuild
those portions of the building damaged by fire, with Woodburn Construction serving as the general
contractor. Work included new roof structure over the “garage” at the SE, infill of existing garage
windows facing east, new lighting and, apparently repainting of the exterior.
SUMMARY
The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, designed by Knighton and Howell and built by George W.
Issakson for the Pacific Greyhound Corporation, opened in January 1940 and remained the primary bus
transportation terminal in Lane County for more than seven decades. The exterior design of roundcorner volumes, stepped parapets and industrial style windows exemplify the Streamline Moderne style,
an architectural character adopted by Greyhound for its ability to convey, speed, efficiency and
modernism. The interior, other than general spatial arrangement, has been serially altered and retains
little original character. According to the original plans, the interior finish of these largely utilitarian
spaces, providing modest and conventionally finished settings for lobby, a small café and service
functions, were without any Streamline Moderne design. The limited integrity of the interior, accordingly,
does not impact the building’s ability to relate its significant original architectural character. The exterior
of the Terminal, with original surfaces, steel windows (behind temporary protection) and other detail,
demonstrates substantial integrity to the original architectural design, use of materials and workmanship
and so effectively relates its Streamline Moderne style and the associations that make the building
significant.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

A

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

B

Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

X C

D

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

ARCHITECTURE

Period of Significance

1940

Significant Dates

1940, Date of Construction

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

N/A

B

removed from its original location.

Cultural Affiliation (if applicable)

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.

N/A

Architect/Builder

Knighton & Howell, Architects
Isackson, George W., Builder

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Period of Significance (justification)

The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal was completed in 1940, as Eugene’s primary bus terminal, and is one of
the best examples of its Art Deco “Streamline Moderne” style in the region.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)

N/A
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria,
justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations).

The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, designed by Knighton and Howell and opened in January 1940, is one
of the best surviving examples of Streamline Moderne architecture in Eugene, and is locally significant under
Criterion C for its architectural design. The period of significance is 1940, the date of construction. The
building, built as part of the expansion of Pacific Greyhound following the merger of three of the largest bus
providers in nation into a single network, is representative of Greyhound’s nationwide adoption of streamlined
designs as part of its corporate identity.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, located in downtown Eugene, Oregon, was completed in January 1940
and is among the best surviving examples of Streamline Moderne architecture in the region and is significant
as an example of the Streamlined Moderne architectural style that was adopted by Greyhound and its various
subsidiaries so as to establish a national image for bus travel during the late 1930s and 1940s.

EARLY BUS TRANSPORTATION IN OREGON
Gasoline-powered bus travel evolved from earlier horse-drawn and, later, electric-powered jitneys and trolleys.
Gasoline engines and paved roads freed early mass-transit from urban areas and rails, expanding access to
smaller cities and rural routes. Small bus lines developed that could carry groups of travelers in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. Greyhound, “the most enduring bus system in the United States,” traces its history to
Hibbing, Minnesota when Eric Wickman purchased a seven-passenger Hupmobile and started a route
between Hibbing and a neighboring community. “Sometimes they could squeeze up to eighteen passengers
into the seven capacity Hupmobile.” 5 Bus travel in the west was substantially hampered by poor roads,
especially outside of larger cities. In the Willamette Valley the availability of excellent urban and interurban
railways, provided by Portland Railway Light and Power, Southern Pacific and Oregon Electric Railway, limited
the need to develop long-distance bus travel.
In 1921 two Oakland, California brothers introduced the Fageol “Safety-Coach,” regarded as the first vehicle
build specifically as a motor bus. 6 Meanwhile, as private automobile ownership grew, the quality and extent of
roads and highways that were fully paved grew significantly after World War I. In 1926, with the completion of
the Pacific Highway into California, Oregon became the first state west of the Mississippi to boast a fully-paved
roadway from border to border. Such improvements allowed bus travel to compete more successfully for
ridership with trains and interurbans. Pickwick Stages, based in Los Angeles, inaugurated regular bus service
between San Francisco and Portland in June 1920, with two stages running each way on a weekly schedule.
“The pathfinder car went through here last week, planned the route, and places where the relays will be
made.” 7
In 1925 Ralph Budd, the former president of the Great North Railroad, entered the bus industry and began by
purchasing Wickman’s interest in the Northland Transportation Company, reorganizing it as the Motor Transit
Corporation, MTC. “This was in September 1926, and it was the immediate predecessor to Greyhound.” 8
Budd and several investors capitalized the new company at $10 million, based in Delaware. E. C. Eckstrom,
became the first president of the company. There are many different statements about the origin of the name
“greyhound.” Eckstrom, an experienced bus operator, had long dubbed his buses “greyhounds,” but it’s not
clear if that is due to the grey paint of the Fageol motor coaches, their color after traveling dusty roads, or just
an allusion to their purported speed. Whatever the origin, the name Greyhound stuck. Eckstrom had the
image of a running dog painted on all the MTC coaches, insisting the entire fleet be painted grey, with blue and
white details. MTC was soon formally operating as Greyhound Lines, and it quickly grew into one of the
5 Carlton Jackson. Hounds of the Road: A History of the Greyhound Bus Company. (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green
Popular Press), 1984:8.
6 Ibid, 1984:13.
7 Ashland Weekly Tidings. “Pickwick Stage Schedule Made.” 9-Jun-1920, 2:1.
8 Jackson, op cit.
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largest bus systems in the United States, especially true after its early 1929 purchase of its primary competitor,
Yelloway, which had some operations in the west, for $6.5 million. A short time later, in May 1929,
Greyhound/Yelloway merged with the Pickwick Stages and the combined operation was capitalized at a rather
astounding $30,000,000.
Consummation of a merger of three key motor transportation companies controlling stage lines
in nearly every state ...was announced Friday....Pacific coast operations of the new company will
be controlled by Pacific Transportation Securities, and will include lines in Oregon and California
formerly operated by Yelloway [and] Pickwick stages, Southern Pacific Motor Transport
Company, Oregon Stages and Pacific Stages.... 9
Greyhound continued to expand its service in Oregon, purchasing a major interest in Oregon’s Columbia
Gorge Motor Coach, which operated between Portland and Pendleton along with several Idaho-based bus
lines. 10 In 1930 MTC, recognizing it had a winning brand, renamed and restructured itself and its various
subsidiary entities around the nation into the Greyhound Corporation. The consolidation of the large Pickwick
Stage system in the western US and Oregon led to creation of Pacific Greyhound, which operated
Greyhound’s buses in the western United States.
Pacific Greyhound Lines! A new name that marks the beginning of new and better travel service
throughout the entire West! Seventeen dependable motor coach companies are now absorbed
into this great transportation system and two more are under its unified direction. 11
Despite its huge expansion just prior to the Great Depression, Greyhound not only survived the nation’s
economic collapse but thrived, as bus travel proved an affordable alternative to private automobiles, and could
compete well with other forms of long-distance travel. By October 1939 Pacific Greyhound operated lines from
Yreka, California to Portland along the Pacific Highway, with multiple lines connecting to the Oregon Coast,
from Ashland to Klamath Falls, and a line from Portland to Boise, via Pendleton. Connecting lines, operated by
smaller, independent, companies, provided bus service to Bend, and as far east as Ontario, connecting into
the larger Pacific Greyhound system at major terminals.

STREAMLINE MODERNE
Streamline Moderne, often treated as a subtype of Art Deco architecture, can largely trace its genesis to
industrial design, particularly (and appropriately, in this context) to transportation design. “Streamlining, a term
with its origins in science...is synonymous with saving time and energy, and streamlined forms are emblematic
of speed and efficiency.” 12
Industrial designers, such as Raymond Lowey, Walter Dorwin Teague, Norman Bel Geddes, Henry Dreyfuss
and Russel Wright established an entirely new design vocabulary made possible by new materials such as
aluminum, monel, and a studied ability to manipulate older materials such as steel, glass and Bakelite, into
fluid forms. These designs served as the basis for what would become known as streamlining. Lowey,
sometimes called the “father of industrial design,” not only designed a widely-hailed streamlined locomotive
engine, but also the Greyhound “Silversides” bus, one of the first “modern” coaches. 13 New steamships,
automobiles, airplanes, and locomotives had a functional reason for streamlined design, to improve speed and
efficiency.

9

Capitol (Salem) Journal, “Effect Merger of Auto Bus Lines of West,” 17-May-1929, 1:5.
Morning (Eugene) Register. “Motor Coach Line is Expanding,” 8-March-1929, 1:7.
11 Guard (Eugene). “Pacific Greyhound Lines,” 3-Jun-1930, 7:7-8).
12 Bush, Donald, J. The Streamlined Decade. (New York, NY: George Brazillier), 1975:1.
13 Lowey (1893-1986) who would maintain a long relationship with Greyhound, designed coaches for the company for the
rest of his life, including the famous Scenicrusier with the upper observation deck that was manufactured and used between the
1950s and 1970s.
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Speed enchanted the United States during the Depression. Not just the fact of machine-powered
human flight, which the Wright Brothers had already realized, but the glamorous style of
aeronautical design applied to virtually all vehicles in the 1930s: silvery aluminum-skinned aircraft
for passenger travel, sleek ocean liners cleaving the sea, long bullet-shaped trains crisscrossing
the country... the look of these machines captured the American imagination. 14
Streamlining, from a functional standpoint, had a huge impact in the design of boats, airplanes and cars,
machines that moved through air or water and so benefitted substantially from the removed of corners and
edges that created drag and decreased efficiency. Automobiles such as the Chrysler Airflow, introduced in
1934-1935 and the DeSoto Airflow SG, introduced in 1934, took ideas first developed for airplanes and
translated them to a wider audience. “Riding on a wave of innovation, Chrysler Corporations Airflow models
arrived in 1934 boasting design and engineering breakthroughs that remained unrivaled in the industry for
years.” 15 In a time of rapid industrial development and a public interest in “new,” streamline design came to
impact everything from toasters to dishware, writing implements, and theatre design. “Streamlining evolved
from efforts to minimize wind and water resistance...this functionality soon acquired aesthetic merit.” 16
Events like the Chicago Century of Progress in 1933-1934 and then the hugely successful 1939 New York
World’s Fair, helped bring Streamline Moderne architecture firmly into the public mindset. Companies building
structures for new types of commercial activity, from cinemas, to service stations or radio stations and bus
terminals, recognized the value in using their buildings themselves as part of their identity or marketing
approach. “The moderne....advertised modernism, and from skyscrapers to movie theaters, it brought
Americans the promise of a machine-made future.” 17 Streamlined architecture adopted the rounded,
aerodynamic, forms of industrial design, married with the use of new materials like aluminum, and smooth,
stucco-coated, walls made popular by European architects in what came to be known as the International
Style.
Rounded forms had appeared in buildings that became identified as the International Style,
however the major impetus for architectural streamline came in the early 1930s, when Norman
Bel Geddes published in House of Tomorrow, or House #3, first in the Ladies Home Magazine
and then in Horizon.” 18
As the design of Streamline Moderne architecture standardized, features such as strip windows, white stucco,
multiple stepped building volume, rounded corners, pipe railings, narrow profile industrial sash, and glass block
or portal windows all became key character-defining elements of the style. These details were applied to
generally asymmetrical and horizontal volumes that often gave the buildings the character of ocean liners,
floating on the streetscape and significantly differentiated the designs from the more typical lot line-to lot line
flat wall commercial buildings that preceded them. A leading style guide summarizes the classic elements of
Streamline Moderne as follows:
Smooth wall surfaces, usually of stucco; flat roof, usual with a small ledge (coping) at roof line;
horizontal grooves or lines in walls and horizontal balustrade elements give a horizontal
emphasis, usually asymmetrical... One or more of corners may be curved...small round windows
are common. 19

14 Hanks, David A. and Anne Hoy. American Streamlined Design: The World of Tomorrow. (Milan, Italy: Editions
Flammarion), 2005:17.
15 Shea, Terry. “Selling the Airflow – Chrysler Airflow,” Hemmings Classic Car, March 2016 (from www.hemmings.com,
visited 24-March-2020.
16 Op cit.
17 Wilson et. al. The Machine Age in America: 1918-1941. (New York, NY: Harry N. Abrams, Inc.), 1986:167.
18 Op. cit., 1986:174.
19 McAlester, Virginia Savage. A Field Guide to American Houses. (New York, NY: Alferd A. Knopf), 2013:581. McAlester,
writing primarily about residential design, calls the style “Art Moderne,” but the characteristics remain consistent whatever the
nomenclature.
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For commercial buildings, such as the Greyhound terminals, the horizontal character would be offset by a
tower, often itself stepped, or a vertical pylon sign, often illuminated in modern neon. With its new, modern
coaches, and its increasingly recognizable stations, Greyhound successfully established an image for fast,
modern, service. One local Oregon paper enthused “Have you seen the new streamline buses now making
the run through the city?” 20

THE GREYHOUND IMAGE
By the mid-1930s, Greyhound was increasingly successful and rapidly becoming an essential, almost iconic,
element of American life. With its success, the corporation was aware of its ability to shape its image through
design, using its buses as rolling signs, for its efficiency and comfort, promoting a sleek, attractive, travel
experience. Radically redesigned buses focused naturally on improving the operation, comfort, and
appearance. “Elevated” coaches, with the seats raised above the wheels, not only improved interior comfort
(by eliminating wheelhouses in the cabin) but provided all passengers with a better view. As it sought to
improve the mechanics of its buses, Greyhound also adopted modernistic design for both the interior and
exterior, relying more and more upon modern materials, especially aluminum, which was both durable and
lightweight. Quickly Greyhound’s leadership also realized that its far-flung network of bus stations or
terminals were just as much a part of its system and its reputation as its bus fleet. “Just as Greyhound utilized
visionary style for radically different buses, it also sought to develop a complimentary architectural style for its
terminals, though creating a harmonious corporate aesthetic.” 21
While Greyhound and its various regional subsidiaries such as Pacific Greyhound owned and operated
terminals in many larger cities, bus riders in smaller cities were typically served from rented spaces, often just
a desk or small office in a major hotel, or in buildings that the company purchased and remodeled for bus
station use. Eugene was typical of that pattern, with the bus terminal itself operating from the lobby of the
Hotel Oregon, while the bus garage, the mechanics and the dispatchers, were located in a less ostentatious
building nearby. Greyhound, because of its volume and design interest, had great input on the design of the
coaches. The design of the bus terminals, where the public purchased tickets, waited, or
boarded/disembarked was far less consistent. Nationwide, Greyhound often had concerns with the operation
of the restaurants associated with its terminals in leased spaces. Sub-lessee restaurants provided often
troublesome and uneven quality that management felt reflected poorly on the overall Greyhound brand. As a
result, by the early 1930s Greyhound began to develop its own dining establishments, called Post House
restaurants, to better serve its riders. In this way, slowly, Greyhound Terminals would begin to develop a
recognizable “style” that complimented the buses and bolstered the company’s image for comfort, speed, and
modern service. While some early terminals were designed in-house, Greyhound typically relied on others, a
process that reached its epitome with the retention of Wischmayer, Arrasmith and Elswick to design a new
Louisville, Kentucky terminal in 1937. W. S. Arrasmith, the partner in charge of the project, perfected a roundcorner, streamlined, design that would influence Greyhound terminals nationwide.
[The Louisville Terminal] helped Greyhound realize one of its major goals, that of an integrated
and unmistakable corporate identity. When illuminated at night, the building brought to mind an
ocean liner or a Buck Rogers spaceship....No other architectural style could have achieved so
much to distinguish Greyhound’s building from its neighbors on the street... 22

GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL, EUGENE
The 1930s saw a significant increase in bus transportation in Oregon. This was the result of improved service
because, even during the Depression, bus travel offered affordable transportation. With the merger of
Greyhound, Pickwick and Yelloway bus lines in 1929, Greyhound became a truly national carrier. The
company continued to expand its network and, with its success, build new terminals for its passengers. By
20

Central Point American, 17-December-1936, 1:1.
Gabrick, Robert. Going the Greyhound Way: The Romance of the Road. (Hudson, WI: Iconografix), 2009:59.
22 Wrenick, Frank. E. The Streamline Era Greyhound Terminals: The Architecture of W. S. Arrasmith. (Jefferson, NC:
McFarland & Company, Inc.), 2007:53).
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1935, five northbound Greyhound buses were travelling the length of the state, from Medford to Portland daily.
“According to L. D. Jones, traffic manager, Greyhound bus travel has broken all records this year, both in this
territory and throughout the nation.” 23
The 1932 Polk City Directory for Eugene lists the Pacific Greyhound line at 541 Willamette Street, inside the
Hotel Oregon. Four years later, still at the same address, W. Alson Cummings is listed as the local agent, with
Joseph Chiramonte listed as the agent for the related Pacific Greyhound Express. 24 Greyhound maintained a
separate location, at 532 Oak Street, as its Eugene garage. The Oak Street garage also was occupied by
Oregon Motor Stages, who had purchased the local city bus lines in Eugene from Greyhound in October
1931. 25
In June 1939 the Register-Guard carried a front-page article announcing plans for a new unified Greyhound
terminal and garage building to be built at the corner of 10th Ave. and Pearl St. in downtown. “A property,
known as the old Luckey residence, was purchased a few days ago...the lot has a frontage of 106 feet on Pearl
Street and 160 feet on Tenth...” 26
The decision of the company to build a modern terminal building on this property is in line with its
policy of providing the best facilities possible for its stages and for the passengers who patronize
them. 27
Construction was anticipated to begin in August with completion expected by November 1, 1939. The plans
were reported as being drawn by “a Portland firm of architects.” On August 3, the paper reported that contracts
would be let for construction of the new terminal shortly. Knighton and Howell, architects of Portland, were
reported as working on the plans.
The plans call for modern terminal facilities, including a restaurant and lunch counter, office rooms
and a 12-car garage....Entire construction will be of concrete and the front of the building will be
of a modernistic design...The new building will be a credit to Eugene, and one that the citizens
can be proud of. 28
George W. Isackson, 29 a contractor from Portland, was hired to build the terminal. The permit for the $28,000
project was issued in late August. 30 The site was cleared in early September 1939. 31 Construction proceeded
during the fall and winter, but the opening of the new terminal was delayed until January 1940. “Eugene’s new
Greyhound bus terminal, Tenth and Pearl streets, will start operating at the new headquarters at midnight,
Friday, all stage schedules to start from the new location at 12:01 a.m.” 32 Joseph Chiaramonte, who had
previously served as the Pacific Greyhound Express agent in Eugene and managed the restaurant in the Hotel
Oregon, opened Chiaramonte’s café in the corner space of the new terminal. The restaurant specialized in
homemade raviolis, spaghetti and pies, along with fountain drinks and sandwiches. “Chiaramonte will be
assisted by a staff of 15, including two cooks, and the café also sold newspapers and candies.” 33
23

Statesman (Salem) Journal, “Greyhound Puts on Another Bus; Five Daily Now,” 10-Augsut-1935, 3:3.
R. L. Polk. Eugene Oregon City Directory, 1936 (Portland, OR: R. L. Polk & Company), 1936:119.
25 Eugene’s city bus system was operated by Southern Pacific and had been acquired by Greyhound as part of their
consolidation and merger effort in 1929 (see Eugene Guard, “Eugene’s Bus Lines Bought by Local Man,” 16-October-1931, 1:3).
26 Eugene Register-Guard. “Eugene Slated for New Bus Terminal,” 10-Jun-1939, 1:1.
27 Ibid.
28 Eugene Register-Guard. “Greyhound Presses Plans for Terminal,” 3-Aug-1939, 1:1.
29 Little information on Isackson (1868-1956) was located, possibly as the result of the frequent mis-spelling of his surname as
Issacson. He was working as a building contractor in Oregon as early as 1912, when he was building a house in Portland (Oregon
Journal, 4-Feb-1912, 7:8). In 1914 he won the bid to construction a new post office in The Dalles. His only other known projects are the
Federal Building, in Klamath Falls, and Eugene’s historic downtown post office, built in 1938 (see The (Coos Bay) World, 6-February2010, A6:2-5).
30 Eugene Register-Guard, “Permit for Greyhound Buildings Issued,” 2-Sep-1939, 1: 5.
31 Eugene Register-Guard, “Building Site Cleared for Terminal,” 4-September-1939, 3:2.
32 Eugene Register-Guard, “Greyhound Bus Depot Will Open at Midnight,” 5-Jan-1940, 1:7.
33 Joseph J. Chiaramonte (1895-1948) entered the restaurant business in 1935 when he stopped working for Greyhound as a
13
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The interior is finished in cream and light blue. One row of booths overlooks the bus depot, while
those on the opposite side face the street. There are 11 booths in all. The counter, with its 33
stools, is in the center of the room. A public address system will announce the arrival and
departure of buses to patrons in the restaurant. 34
The official “grand” opening of Eugene’s new Greyhound Terminal was scheduled for Friday, January 12,
1940, with a program scheduled for 8:00 in the evening. W. E. Travis, a former Oregon resident who served
as the president of Pacific Greyhound and had begun his career operating horse-drawn stages in Oregon, was
in attendance.
The new Eugene Greyhound terminal is one of the finest for its size in the country. It embodies
every convenience and facility for the traveling public. There is a spacious, attractive, waiting
room, comfortable restrooms, large loading platforms, business offices, and a ticket desk where
information can be obtained on Greyhound service to all points in the United States. 35

KNIGHTON AND HOWELL, ARCHITECTS
Early accounts of the design for the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal reference the long-time Portland
architectural firm of Knighton and Howell and, in fact, the two surviving sheets of the original 1939 plans are
from that office. William Christmas Knighton (1864-1938) was among Oregon’s most influential architects and
held Oregon Architect License No. 0002. Educated in Chicago, and later in Birmingham, Alabama, he first
arrived in Portland in the early 1890s and by 1904 had his own architectural office. In 1913 he became
Oregon’s first State Architect and, in that capacity, designed many of Oregon’s most prominent public
buildings, including the State Supreme Court (1913) and more than 90 other public structures all over Oregon.
One of Knighton’s last works was the Greyhound Bus Depot in downtown Portland,” which was completed the
year he died, 1938. 36
In 1922 Knighton formed a lasting partnership with Leslie Dillion Howell (1884-1969). 37 Howell, educated at
the University of Illinois, arrived in Portland in 1910 and worked in Knighton’s firm for five years before leaving
the state. Upon his return in 1922, he joined Knighton as a partner, continuing after Knighton’s death. Howell,
who continued to practice for many years, retained the Knighton & Howell name at least as late as October
1941. 38
Since Knighton died nearly a year prior to the design of the Eugene Greyhound Terminal project, either Howell
or someone else working inside the Knighton & Howell firm was responsible for the design. The firm is not
generally known for its modernistic designs, although clearly did have a prior association with Greyhound,
which logically led to the commission for the Eugene project.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Other Bus Terminals in Oregon
The unification of America’s three largest bus companies into Greyhound in 1929, and that company’s interest
in significantly upgrading its network, resulted in the construction of new bus terminals in many Oregon cities
during the 1930s and 1940s. Other bus terminals known to have been constructed for Pacific Greyhound
during that period are as follows.

driver and took over operation of the restaurant in the Hotel Oregon, where the terminal in Eugene was located. He continued to
operate multiple restaurants, including the new café in the Greyhound Terminal, until his death in 1948 (Eugene Register-Guard, 31Jan-1946, 2:3, see also Eugene Register-Guard 3-Dec-1948, 2:2).
34 Eugene Register-Guard, “Chiaramonte Opens Café in Bus Terminal,” 4-Jan-1940, 5:6.
35 Eugene Register-Guard, “Greyhound’s New Terminal to be Officially Open Friday,” 11-Jan-1940, 6:1-2.
36 Ibid, 2003:230-232
37 See Ritz, Richard Ellison. Architects of Oregon. (Portland, OR: Lair Hill Publishing), 2003:196.
38 See Oregonian, 27-Oct-1941, 9:4.
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Albany: Pickwick Stages, apparently, was under construction on a new terminal for Albany when they were
merged into Greyhound in 1929. Albany’s somewhat Spanish Colonial style terminal opened in September
1930, designed by Cleo H. Jenkins, architect and was built by S. O. Griffith, both of Albany. 39 In 1940 the
Albany Terminal was significantly remodeled but retained its basic Spanish Colonial form. 40 The building still
stands, at 220 2nd Ave SW, and is occupied by multiple retail uses.
Corvallis: This terminal at 153 North Fourth, replaced an earlier terminal built at First & Jackson streets. The
current terminal opened in 1955. Lyle P. Bartholomew, of Salem, was the architect and Warren A. Roberts &
Sons served as the general contractor. Built in a later, more traditional and boxy design without Streamline
details, the Corvallis Bus Terminal retains a fine example of the running dog Greyhound sign and continues to
serve the city in its original function. “The one-story building has exterior walls of brick and stucco, interior walls
of tile and plaster, and has exceptionally large windows.” 41 An earlier Greyhound Bus Garage of unknown
history (built c1930) is located at 100 NW Jackson and now houses a restaurant/brewery.
Klamath Falls: A new streamline moderne terminal opened in 1942. 42 and remained in use until it was
replaced in 1958 by terminal designed by Lyle Bartholomew. 43 The streamlined 1941 Klamath Falls
Greyhound Terminal, which had become a feed and seed store after 1958, was razed for construction of the
Federal Land Bank Association about 1960.
McMinnville: This city’s new terminal, located at 130 North Baker Street, opened July 1, 1938, designed by
Knighton and Howell and was built by A. F. Arthur, of McMinnville, for Oregon Motor Stages, part of the
Greyhound system. The building does not appear to survive.
Medford: Medford’s new terminal, at 212 N. Bartlett Street, was designed by local architect Robert Keeney,
and opened in March 1949. 44 Built in a loosely International Style, it retained some typical Streamlined
Moderne touches, such as the round portal window that opened onto the restaurant space. The Medford
station was razed for construction of the Medford Commons. The green terra cotta tile entry portal and the
original neon-illuminated Greyhound sign were retained as a free-standing decorative element. 45
Portland: Portland’s downtown terminal opened in February 1939 at the SW corner of Fifth Avenue and
Taylor Street, replacing an earlier structure that stood at SW Yamhill and Park. L.H. Hoffman, of Portland, was
the builder. 46 “The new structure ...is modernistic in design and features streamlined ideas in architecture.” 47
The Portland station later was used to centralize service for multiple lines but was replaced with a new station
in the 1980s. After conversion to a nightclub, the building was razed in February 2000 and no longer
survives. 48
Roseburg: The formal opening of the Pacific Greyhound terminal in Roseburg was held December 5, 1945,
postponed nearly two months by a driver’s strike. 49 The building, located at 980 SE Stephens, on the corner of
SE Woodward, replaced an earlier terminal located in the Valley Hotel. Roseburg’s terminal was likely
designed by L. P. Bartholomew and was built by A. S Coen, of Roseburg. The Roseburg station appears to
have remained in use until the 1960s 50 and while the building stands, its windows have been removed or are
39

Albany Democrat-Herald, “New Stage Terminal Opens in Albany,” 17-Sept-1930, 5:1-8.
Albany Democrat-Herald, “Work Started on Greyhound Job,” 10-Sept-1940, 2:3.
41 Corvallis Gazette-Times, “Bus Depot Due for Open House,” 5-May-1955.
42 Klamath Falls News, 31-Jan-1942, 12:1-4.
43 Klamath Falls Herald & News, “New Bus Terminal to Be Dedicated on Wednesday,” 6-Jan-1958, 1:3-5.
44 Medford Mail Tribune, “Estimated 5,000 Attend Opening of Bus Station,” 24-Mar-1949, 1:6.
45 “Medford’s Greyhound Portal – Good News!,” (www.preserveoregonblog.blogspot.com, visited 14-Aug-2019).
46 Knighton and Howell also apparently designed a terminal for Pacific Greyhound at 647 Hood Street. Built by DouginHammond, the permit for this $115,000 structure was issued in June 1930 (Oregonian, 26-June-1930, 9:2).
47 Oregonian, “Portland’s New Center for Auto Stage Travelers,” 22-Feb-1939, 9:1-6.
48 See “Portland’s Old Central Bus Depot,” (https://www.flickr.com/photos/9807122@N08/1317779378, visited 14-Aug-2019).
49 Roseburg News-Review. “Formal Opening Wednesday,” 4-Dec-1925, 1:4-6.
50 Roseburg News Review, “Martin Brothers to Liquidate Sutherlin Holdings, 15-Jan-1963, 1:8.
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enclosed and the building is in poor condition with little surviving exterior detail. Currently it appears to be
either vacant or used of undetermined storage. Roseburg does retain a second bus station, likely built for the
Trailways line, in the 1970s. This building, at 835 SE Stephens, replaced an earlier Trailways Depot that
opened in 1949, at 121 N. Stephens. 51
Salem: In 1946 Pacific Greyhound purchased a two lots on the east side of Church street between Center and
Marion for its new terminal location, having previously been located in the Senator Hotel. “It will be similar, but
twice as large as the Roseburg terminal, finished last year.” 52 Originally envisioned as a single-story structure,
In May 1948 Greyhound announced that architect L. P. Bartholomew would instead design a two-story
building, based on Greyhound’s national standards. 53 This building does not survive, as near as can be
determined.
Streamline Moderne in Lane County
Streamlined Moderne gained popularity during the Great Depression when new construction generally
declined, but the style nevertheless found expression in Oregon. Architecture Oregon Style, one of the first
analyses of Oregon’s statewide architecture, notes that;
The streamlined Modernistic, also called Art Moderne, version of the Art Deco style began to
appear around the country in 1930. It was more economical to build and was commonly used for
factories and movie houses Oregon’s Art Moderne building date from about 1936; most were
built in the early 1940s. 54
University of Oregon Architecture professor Philip Dole’s study of Lane County architecture notes just a single
example of Streamline Moderne in Lane County, the Kennell-Ellis Studio Building (1947). 55 The Oregon State
Inventory of Historic Places, an internet-accessible database of surveyed resources statewide, lists forty-two
(42) properties in Lane County that were described as “Art Deco,” stylistically. Casual review of this
information, many of which concern private residences, indicate that few if any examples would be likely be
described as Streamlined Moderne. 56
Other than the Kennell-Ellis building, the only other identified standing Streamlined Moderne style buildings in
Lane County in the State Inventory is an auto repair facility of indeterminate history at 914 Main Street.
Springfield Buick, constructed in 1949 at Seventh and North A streets, was listed on the National Register in
2011. While essentially a Streamline Moderne design, with rounded corners and glass block, it was described
stylistically as “Modern Movement.” 57 Two other Streamline buildings (2020 Main Street and 143 21st Street),
are located in Springfield, and have not been inventoried. This area was known as the “Paramount District,”
after the Paramount Market, which was located on the corner (the building now is an antique store). A group of
streamlined and modernistic buildings housing the Paramount Hardware Company, Paramount Furniture
Company and the Paramount Department store, as depicted in a Dotson Photos postcard, document the
modern design of the neighborhood. The area is now marketed locally as PADOSO, for the Paramount
Antique District of Springfield, Oregon. 58
In 2003 the City of Eugene published a study on modernistic architecture designed to expand understanding of
the city’s history between 1935 and 1965 and assist the city in evaluating resources built within that period.
51

See Oregon State Inventory of Historic Places, and Roseburg News-Review, 8-Apr-1949, 9:1-8).
Capital (Salem) Journal. “Stage Station to Be Built on Church Street,” 9-Mar-1946, 1:2.
53 Capital (Salem) Journal. “Bus Terminal Plans Enlarged,” 18-May-1948, 1:6.
54 Clark, Rosalind. Architecture Oregon Style, (Portland, OR: Professional Book Center, Inc.), 1983:195.
55 Dole, Philip. Style and Vernacular: A Guide to the Architecture of Lane County, Oregon. (Portland, OR: Western Imprints,
the Press of the Oregon Historical Society, 1983:36).
56 The 42 “Art Deco” properties in the database include fourteen with dates of construction prior to 1930 (one as early as
1905, remodeled subsequently).
57 After 70 years of single ownership, Springfield Buick was sold in August 2019 and the future of the building is unclear
(Eugene Register-Guard, 31-August-2019).
58 http://oldpassions.com/Paramount-Shops.htm, visited 23-March-2020.
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The study includes information on transportation development, as well as information on local use of national
architectural style. “At the start of the Modern Period, the Pacific Greyhound Bus Lines offices was location in
the Oregon Hotel, at 541 Willamette Street, near the railroad stations. In 1940, Greyhound constructed its own
bus depot, complete with a cafeteria, at 987 Pearl St. The building featured curved exterior walls, large
expanses of windows, and brick detailing.” 59

SUMMARY
The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, designed by the Portland firm of Knighton and Howell and built by G.
W. Isackson, was completed in January 1940 and served as Eugene’s primary bus terminal for over 75 years.
Designed in the Streamline Moderne style, the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal is one of the best remaining
buildings in that style in Eugene and Lane County, Oregon. The exterior is largely as built and interior
modifications, while more impactful, do not seriously alter the basic character of the space, with a tall,
clerestory-lit, central lobby area flanked by lower service spaces. The building retains high integrity to its
original exterior design, and accurately reflects and exemplifies its original architectural design. The Eugene
Greyhound Bus Terminal successfully relates the important role that Streamline Moderne style played in the
development of the Greyhound company’s corporate identity during the decades between 1930 and 1950. As
such, the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal is significant under Criterion C, for its architectural design and is an
exemplar of that style on the local level, in Eugene, Oregon.

59

Wright, Sally and Dave Pinyerd. Eugene Modernism-1935-1965. (Historic Preservation Northwest, for the City Eugene),

2003:2.6-7.
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):
X preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been
requested)
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #____________
recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________
recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________

Primary location of additional data:
State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency
X Local government
University
X Other
Name of repository: City of Eugene

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): N/A
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10. Geographical Data
Acreage of PropertyF Less than one
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less)

Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
Datum if other than WGS84:F N/A
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)

1

44.049032°

-123.089275°

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

2

3
Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

4

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The nominated area is a 0.39 acre (100’ x 160’) parcel described as Tax Lot 800, on Lane County Assessor
Plat 17033114, located at the NW corner of the intersection of Pearl St. and 10th Ave. in downtown Eugene,
Oregon. The Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal occupies the entire tax lot except for a roughly 10-foot wide
asphalt paved strip along the eastern boundary.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)

The nominated parcel is the entire tax lot purchased for and historically associated with the construction and
operation of the Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, as opened in January 1940.
11. Form Prepared By
name/title
organization

George Kramer, M.S, HP
Kramer & Company

street & number

386 North Laurel

city or town Ashland

date March 2020
telephone 541-482-9504
email george@preserveoregon.com
state OR

zip code 97520

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
•

Regional Location Map

•

Local Location Map

•

Tax Lot Map

•

Site Plan

•

Floor Plans (As Applicable)

•

Photo Location Map (Include for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all photographs to
this map and insert immediately after the photo log and before the list of figures).
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Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity,
the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph.

Photo Log
Name of Property:

Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal

City or Vicinity:

Eugene

County:

Lane

Photographer:

George Kramer, M.S., HP, Ashland, OR (Rowell-Brokaw, Architects)

Date Photographed:

July 2019

State:

OR

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera:

Photo 1. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_001
South and West (Main) Elevations, Looking NE from Intersection
of Pearl St. & 10th Ave.

Photo 2. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_002
West (Main) Elevation, Looking E, across Pearl St.

Photo 3. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_003
South Elevation, Looking North, across 10th Ave.

Photo 4. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_004
Main Entry and Canopy Detail, Looking NE, from
Pearl St. sidewalk

Photo 5. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_005
Restaurant/Corner entry, looking NE from sidewalk

Photo 6. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_006
Main entry and canopy detail, looking NE, from sidewalk
(Rowell Brokaw image)

Photo 7. of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_007
Upper façade detail, looking East (Rowell Brokaw image)

Photo 8 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_008
INTERIOR, Bus Loading Area, Looking East from
Pearl St. Entry

Photo 9 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_009
INTERIOR, Waiting Area, Looking East

Photo 10 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_010
INTERIOR, Corner Café/Restaurant, Looking East
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Photo 11 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_011
Central Lobby, showing Clerestory Windows,
above T-Bar, 2019

Photo 11 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_011
Central Lobby, showing Clerestory Windows, above T-Bar, 2019

Photo 12 of 12:

OR_Lane_Eugene_GreyhoundBusTerminal_012
Original Steel Sash Window, behind temporary security panel
(Interior View, Typical), 2019

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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Photo Location Map: Images 001 thru 012).
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List of Figures
(Resize, compact, and paste images of maps and historic documents in this section. Place captions, with figure numbers above each image. Orient maps
so that north is at the top of the page, all document should be inserted with the top toward the top of the page.

Figure 1:

Regional Location Map (USGS Topographic Map, Eugene East 7.5 Quadrangle, Annotated)

Figure 2:

Local Location Map

Figure 3:

Lane County Assessors Map 17033114, Showing Tax Lot 8000

Figure 4:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking NE, 1940

Figure 5:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking NE, 1940

Figure 6:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 7:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 8:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 9:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 10:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 11:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1940

Figure 12:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking South, c2000

Figure 13:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking South, 2012

Figure 14:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, 2012

Figure 15:

HISTORIC PLANS: First Floor Plan, Knighton & Howell Architects, 1939

Figure 16:

HISTORIC PLANS: Second Floor Plan, Knighton & Howell Architects, 1939
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Figure 1: Regional Location Map (USGS “Eugene East,” 7.5 Quadrangle, annotated)
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Figure 2: Local Location Map, Latitude/Longitude Coordinates: 44.049032°, -123.089275°
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Figure 3: Lane County Assessors Map 17033114, Showing Tax Lot 8000
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Figure 4:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking NE, 1940 Source: Eugene
Register-Guard Image, 11-January-1940.

Figure 5:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking NE, c1940 Source: Lane County
Historical Museum, Image GN-1987
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Figure 6:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1945 Source: Postcard
Image, Author Collection

Figure 7:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1950 Source: Postcard
Image, Author Collection
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Figure 8:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1950 Source: Lane County
Historical Museum, Image No. GN1989

Figure 9:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1950 Source: Lane County
Historical Museum, Image No. EP-180819781
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Figure 10:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1950 Source: Lane County
Historical Museum, Image No. GN1987

Figure 11:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, c1970 Source: Lane County
Historical Museum, Image No. K476-B
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HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking South, c2000 Source: RowellBrokaw Architects
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Figure 13:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking South, 2012 Source: Wikipedia
Image

Figure 14:

HISTORIC PHOTO: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking SE, 2012Source: Wikipedia
Image
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HISTORIC PLANS: First Floor Plan, Knighton & Howell Architects, 1939 (City of Eugene)
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HISTORIC PLANS: Second Floor Plan, Knighton & Howell Architects, 1939 (City of Eugene)
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 1 of 12:

Photo 2 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Looking NE, 2019

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Pearl St Elevation, Looking East,
2019
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 3 of 12:

Photo 4 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, 10th Ave. Elevation, Looking North,
2019

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Pearl St, Looking NE, 2019
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 5 of 12:

Photo 6 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Corner Entry, Looking NE, 2019

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Main Entry, Looking NE, 2019
(Rowell-Brokaw)
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 7 of 12:

Photo 8 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Detail, Looking East 2019 (RowellBrokaw)

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Bus Loading Area, Looking East,
2019
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 9 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Waiting Area, Looking E, 2019

Photo 10 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal, Corner Café, Looking E, 2019
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Eugene Greyhound Bus Terminal
Lane County: OR

Photo 11 of 12:

Photo 12 of 12:

CURRENT VIEW: Central Lobby, showing Clerestory Windows, above T-Bar, 2019

CURRENT VIEW: Original Steel Sash Windows, behind temporary security panel (Interior
View, Typical), 2019
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